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This article from The World of Fine Wine may not be sold, altered
in any way, or circulated without this statement.
Every issue of The World of Fine Wine features coverage of the
world’s finest wines in their historical and cultural context, along
with news, reviews, interviews, and comprehensive international
auction results. For further information and to subscribe to
The World of Fine Wine, please visit www.finewinemag.com or
call +44 1795 414 681

Year’s end

the big picture
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On the back of gravity-defying wine prices, merchants
and auction houses both posted huge returns, many
enjoying double- or even triple-digit growth compared to
2009. Farr Vintners of the UK achieved full-year revenues
of £169 million ($260 million), more than twice those of
the previous year, with almost half that amount generated
in Asia (Fig.2, near right) and 87.2 percent from the sale of
Bordeaux wines. Many of these were the much-hyped 2009
vintage, with Farr’s en primeur campaign bringing in
£62.8 million ($97 million), despite not generating much
interest from the USA (whose buyers represented only
3 percent of Farr’s overall sales by both value and volume;
Figs.2 and 3, right). Bordeaux in all vintages is still by far the
main driver of growth in the industry, with the first growths
alone accounting for 60 percent of Liv-ex’s exchange
turnover by value in 2010, more than ever before.
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Last year was a record-breaking year for the fine-wine
industry all round. Prices hit new all-time highs with the
Liv-ex 50 index breaking through the 400 barrier for the
first time on December 29. Following initial rallies by
oil and then gold in the first half of 2010, the steady growth
of wine prices saw the Liv-ex 100 index end the year
40.5 percent higher than in January (Fig.1, right). The
compound annual growth rate since the Liv-ex 100 began
in 2001 has been a more sustainable 15 percent. Stock
exchanges representing Hong Kong, the USA, and the UK,
fine wine’s three major economic markets, converged in
December, having risen by 14.5, 15.0, and 13.7 percent
respectively during the year.
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David Elswood, Head of Christie’s International WIne Department. Photography courtesy of Christie’s.

Ella Lister rounds up 2010’s auction facts and figures, before
turning her attention to the world of wine-storage facilities and
their role in protecting vinous investments
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Figure 1: Commodities’ 2010 growth rates
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Figure 2 (left) and 3 (right): Farr Vintners’ 2010 sales
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Figure 4: Differences (as percentages) between release prices of 2009 Bordeaux and the prices at the end of 2010

Selected Auctions of fourth Quarter 2010										
										
Auction title

Auction house	City

Date

Lots

The Magnificent Cellar of Marcus D Hiles /
The Classic Cellar from a Great American Collector VI

Sotheby’s

Hong Kong

October 2–3

1,366

Fine & Rare Wines

Bonhams

New York

October 16

816

Fine & Rare

J Straker, Chadwick & Sons

Abergavenny

October 16

1,078

Octoberfest

Acker Merrall & Condit

New York

October 16

980

Finest & Rarest Wines

Sotheby’s

London

October 20

660

Fine & Rare Wines

Bonhams

London

October 21

720

Finest & Rarest Spirits, Including a Magnificent
Collection of Whisky & Other Fine Wines

Christie’s

London

October 21

496

The Fall Auction

Zachys

Los Angeles

October 22–23

1,778

Fine Wines & Spirits

Artcurial

Paris

October 27–28

1,148

Lafite Ex-Cellars / The Bordeaux Collection from SK Networks

Sotheby’s

Hong Kong

October 29–30

908

An Auction of Finest & Rarest Wine

Hart Davis Hart

Chicago

October 29–30

1,820

Grands Vins

Besch

Cannes

October 30

598

Fine Wines

Skinner

Boston

November 2

737

Fine & Rare Wines

Christie’s

London

November 4

371

HK XII

Acker Merrall & Condit

Hong Kong

November 5–6

1,331

Fine, Rare & Affordable

J Straker, Chadwick & Sons

Abergavenny

November 6

918

An Evening Session, Featuring Fine Wine, Madeira & Spirits

Christie’s

New York

November 12–13

940

Finest & Rarest Wine

Sotheby’s

New York

November 13

1,059

Fine Wines

Christie’s

Geneva

November 16

1,000

Fine & Rare Wines

Sotheby’s

London

November 17

901

Acker Island

Acker Merrall & Condit

New York

November 18

1,124

The November Hong Kong Auction

Zachys

Hong Kong

November 20

918

150ème Vente des Vins des Hospices de Beaune

Christie’s

Beaune

November 21

645

Fine Wine & Vintage Port

Christie’s

Amsterdam

Novermber 22–23

2,050

The Magnificent Millennial Cellar

Bonhams

Hong Kong

November 23

542

Finest & Rarest Wines

Christie’s

Hong Kong

Novermber 26–27

630

Weinauktion 358

Steinfels

Zurich

November 27

2,142

Fine Wines & Spirits

Artcurial

Paris

November 30

497

Fine & Rare Wines

Bonhams

London

December 02

935

Historic Wines from the Collection of Graham Lyons

Zachys

New York

December 03

680

Winter Rare Wine Auction

Spectrum

California & Hong Kong

December 4–5

1,181

Fine & Rare Wines

Sotheby’s

London

December 8

781

Fine & Rare Wines

Christie’s

London

December 9

460

Fine & Rare Wines

Christie’s

New York

December 10

742

The Holiday Auction

Zachys

New York

December 10–11

2,010

HK XII

Acker Merrall & Condit

Hong Kong

December 10–11

972

An Auction of Finest & Rarest Wines

Hart Davis Hart

Chicago

December 10–11

1,832

Fine & Rare Wines

Bonhams

San Francisco & Los Angeles

December 11

1,191

Fine, Rare & Affordable

J Straker, Chadwick & Sons

Abergavenny

December 11

1,207

The Winter Sale

Winefield’s

Amsterdam

December 12

620

Fine Wines & Spirits

Artcurial

Paris

December 16

388

Dreaming of an Acker Christmas

Acker Merrall & Condit

New York

December 18

927

Vins Rares & Prestigieux

Besch

Cannes

December 28–29

1,249

Internet-only auctions not included. Sale prices converted into US dollars using a Q4 2010 average exchange rate of US$1=£0.63=¤0.74=CHF0.97=SG$1.30=HK$7.76		
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Rouge have seen extraordinary price hikes (Fig.4, left).
Leaving aside 2009 Bordeaux, performance has
been very strong, with wine firmly on the financial radar
as a truly worthwhile investment. Liv-ex pitched the
benchmark investment wine, Lafite 1982, against other
valuable commodities and found it to be worth eight times
its weight in silver and four times its weight in black
truffles, as well as being pricier than white truffles, rose
essential oil, and saffron. Liv-ex stated in its December
market report that “price rises of the scale we saw in
2010 are clearly unsustainable—or, taking a long-term
perspective, even undesirable.”

While Bordeaux châteaux sharply increased their
release prices (by an average of more than 200 percent on
2008 for the top 22 châteaux) and merchants, too, reaped
great profits, the end consumer has yet to taste the fruits of
en primeur purchases, either sensorially or economically.
The vintage will not be ready to drink for years to come,
and prices may need as long to rally, with some form of
rationalization widely considered by the industry to be
both necessary and likely.
At the end of 2010, many 2009 Bordeaux wines
remained below their release price, though second wines
Carruades, Petit Mouton, Forts de Latour, and Pavillon

										
										
Sales (US$)

Sold by lot

Sold by value

Top lot (12 bottles unless stated)

Price (US$)

Buyer

$13,778,088

100%

100%

DRC Romanée-Conti ’05

$233,802

Asia private

$1,061,432

86%

91%

Lafite ’82

$54,740

US trade

$331,906

95%

N/d*

Lafite ’88

$11,711

Asia private

$3,311,629

98%

N/d

DRC assortment ’90

$42,700

N/d

$1,767,138

96%

98%

DRC Romanée-Conti ’88

$100,005

Asia

$610,347

83%

88%

Lafite ’83 (11 btls), Mouton ’83 (1 btl)

$10,000

Asia private

$1,013,340

95%

98%

Lafite ’82

$45,457

UK trade

$4,926,576

99%

N/d

Pétrus ’82

$58,080

N/d

$670,265

76%

N/d

Pétrus ’00 (6 btls)

$23,386

N/d

$18,647,621

100%

100%

Lafite 1869 (1 btl)

$233,802

Asia private

$8,520,955

100%

100%

Lafite ’82

$57,360

Europe trade

$353,521

86%

92%

Mouton ’82

$16,717

Europe trade

$1,447,556

89%

91%

Superlot of Bordeaux first growths ’95–’04 (600 btls)

$320,000

N/d

$1,486,110

100%

100%

Lafite ’02 (120 btls)

$118,583

Asia private

$12,302,356

99%

100%

DRC assortment ’90–’01 (144 btls)

$298,596

Asia private

$429,205

97%

N/d

Lafite ’03

$18,510

Europe private

$3,652,140

93%

96%

Lafite ’96–’03 vertical (96 btls)

$120,000

Asia private

$5,403,527

99%

100%

Pétrus ’00

$72,600

Asia private

$6,183,226

97%

99%

Cheval Blanc ’47 (1 imp)

$306,166

Anonymous

$2,189,633

96%

98%

DRC La Tâche ’78

$61,821

UK private

$3,789,137

96%

N/d

Lafite ’00

$31,720

N/d

$7,215,678

100%

N/d

DRC Romanée-Conti ’90 (6 btls)

$78,710

N/d

$6,975,108

100%

100%

Beaune PC Cuvée Nicolas Rolin (500l)

$543,648

Europe trade

$2,202,026

89%

95%

Lafite ’00

$29,697

Europe trade

$2,212,701

96%

98%

Lafite ’03 (196 btls)

$214,608

Asia private

$10,346,864

90%

96%

Krug vertical (144 btls & visit to Krug)

$154,580

Asia private

$2,331,808

93%

N/d

Lafite ’82 (7 btls)

$34,976

Asia trade

$1,576,683

90%

N/d

DRC assortment ’99 (12 btls)

$36,798

N/d

$1,114,862

82%

92%

Lafite ’03

$20,365

UK trade

$3,877,590

100%

100%

DRC Romanée-Conti ’69 (11 btls)

$103,700

N/d

$4,439,080

99%

N/d

DRC Romanée-Conti ’78

$133,123

N/d

$3,119,512

95%

96%

Lafite ’82

$72,731

Asia private

$1,023,347

80%

74%

Latour ’82

$27,274

Europe trade

$2,321,160

74%

89%

DRC Romanée-Conti ’78 (6 btls)

$78,000

Asia private

$4,329,925

99%

N/d

Pétrus ’82 (6 mags)

$62,920

N/d

$7,888,474

99%

N/d

Pétrus ’82

$81,721

N/d

$7,178,568

100%

100%

Pétrus ’82

$57,360

Europe trade

$1,244,157

84%

91%

Lafite ’00

$29,750

Europe trade

$360,895

88%

N/d

Carruades de Lafite ’96

$5,387

Europe private

$295,128

82%

87%

Duclot assortment ’00 (8 mags)

$30,172

Asia trade

$308,772

92%

N/d

Montrose ’90

$8,013

N/d

$3,627,829

93%

N/d

Lafite ’82 (6 mags)

$58,560

N/d

$1,167,913

88%

N/d

Pétrus vertical ’80–’07

$63,455

Asia private

* N/d = not disclosed		
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Figure 5: Auction houses’ 2010 revenue
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60%
Hart Davis Hart

There’s no sign of a bursting bubble yet, as wines
seemed only to appreciate in value, and auction houses
have beaten 2009 revenues across the board (Fig.5, below).
Overtaking Zachys to claim the number-one spot, Acker
Merrall & Condit more than doubled its revenue, falling
just short of the $100 million mark. But the grand total of
more than $98 million nevertheless made wine-auction
history. The house brought in $28 million from New York
sales, up by 55 percent on the previous year, but the real
game-changer for Acker was its remarkable success in
Hong Kong, where its sales grew by more than 200 percent,
at $63 million from six auctions (thus averaging more
than $10 million per sale, compared to Hong Kong’s
average for the year of $8.4 million). Such aggressive
growth is no mean feat following a highly successful 2009,
where Acker was already the top player in the region, on
which the house now relies for more than two thirds of
its global revenues.
Second in line for the throne was Sotheby’s, with
$88 million, just $10 million behind, or one large Hong
Kong sale—the house held only five in the city. These
revenues were up more than 100 percent on 2009, with 60
percent derived in Hong Kong, 24 percent in Europe, and 17
percent in the USA. Christie’s followed in third place, with a
worldwide sales total of $71 million, outdoing Sotheby’s in
both Europe and America but making less than half the
amount of its ancient rival in Hong Kong, where its three
sales accounted for only 31 percent of overall revenues.
The global leader of 2009, Zachys grew revenues by
only 11 percent and fell to fourth position as a result. The
house maintained its historically strong position in its
resident United States, with $37 million in revenues second
only to the wholly US-focused Hart Davis Hart. However,
Zachys’ Hong Kong revenues represented only a third of
its total, proving for the umpteenth time the magnitude of

Figure 6: Percentage of 2010 lots sold

the Asian market. That said, Hart Davis Hart’s year-on-year
revenue growth of 63 percent from seven Chicago sales is
not to be sniffed at. What’s more, HDH is the only house
worldwide to have maintained a nigh-on perfect average
sell-through rate, passing only two lots of the 10,281 offered
throughout the entire year (Fig.6, above). In sixth place,
ahead of old hand Bonhams, came Spectrum Wine
Auctions, founded in 2009 and specializing in simulcast
auctions, which embrace the exciting new Asian market
without leaving American buyers behind. This leaves only
Bonhams of the truly international firms, which, despite
44 percent sales growth year on year, was down a place,
deriving only 20 percent of $13.6 million global sales
from Hong Kong.

Up till infinity?

In 2010, worldwide wine-auction revenues totaled more
than $396 million from 132 live sales (Fig.7, opposite top) and
more than $430 million including Internet sales—almost
double the previous year’s total. Hong Kong categorically
staked its claim as wine hub, for auctions at least, representing
41 percent of global sales by location, to New York’s 23
percent. What’s more, Hong Kong generated more revenue
from 19 sales than all 47 US-based auctions, together
representing 36 percent of the worldwide total (Fig.8,
opposite bottom). London lagged far behind, accounting for
only 9 percent, while Europe overall made up 20 percent
from 61 auctions, which, needless to say, were much smaller
affairs on average. Europe’s average sale total during the
year was $1.3 million compared to $3 million for those held
in the USA and a staggering $8 million for Oriental affairs.
A similar pattern emerged where sell-through rates
are concerned, with Europe achieving a weighted average
percentage of lots sold of 92 percent, the USA 96 percent,
and Asia 97 percent. There’s no question Asia has once again
been the driving force behind such a successful year. In a
recently published IMF working paper titled “A Barrel of
Oil or a Bottle of Wine: How Do Global Growth Dynamics
Affect Commodity Prices?” Serhan Cevik and Tahsin Saadi
Sedik found that “while advanced economies account for
more than half of global crude-oil and wine consumption,
emerging market economies make up the bulk of
the incremental change in aggregate demand and
therefore have a greater significance in determining

Live Auction Revenues by House in 2010
			
		
Live
Auction house
Sales (US$)
auctions

Average 		
auction
Lots
total (US$)
sold

Average
lot price
(US$)

Weighted
average
lots sold (%)

Mean
lots
sold (%)

Acker Merrall & Condit
Sotheby’s
Christie’s
Zachys
Hart Davis Hart
Spectrum
Bonhams
Steinfels
Besch
Artcurial
J Straker, Chadwick & Sons
Skinner
Edward Roberts International
Winefield’s
Total / average

$6,533,184
$4,421,685
$3,084,357
$4,707,613
$5,594,115
$3,580,924
$898,257
$1,464,677
$748,041
$559,246
$426,937
$1,090,836
$250,331
$268,450
$3,001,692

$5,839
$5,402
$4,608
$3,495
$3,806
$4,345
$1,457
$899
$1,062
$912
$467
$1,950
$1,134
$807
$2,584

97.8%
99.0%
93.6%
98.7%
100.0%
97.1%
84.5%
94.4%
88.6%
81.7%
94.2%
89.1%
84.8%
73.7%
96.7%

97.3%
98.0%
92.6%
98.7%
100.0%
96.8%
82.2%
94.6%
88.1%
79.9%
94.0%
89.3%
84.8%
74.1%
90.7%

$91,464,573
$88,433,695
$70,940,210
$56,491,351
$39,158,806
$14,323,696
$12,575,602
$5,858,707
$4,488,247
$4,473,966
$2,988,561
$2,181,671
$1,501,988
$1,342,249
$396,223,323

14
20
23
12
7
4
14
4
6
8
7
2
6
5
132

15,665
16,372
15,395
16,164
10,288
3,297
8,634
6,520
4,228
4,907
6,394
1,119
1,325
1,664
111,972

Internet-only auctions not included. Sale prices coverted into US dollars from the original currency using average quarterly exchange rates
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others.” A month later, Mouton followed suit, with the
announcement it has commissioned Beijing artist Xu Lei
to design the original labels for 2008, immediately
sparking a 15 percent rise in value on Liv-ex. The 2008
vintages of Lafite and Mouton made the biggest gains of
the year, with respective price increases of 315 percent
and 193 percent, and both were trading higher than their
2005 and 2009 equivalents by the end of 2010.
In October, Sotheby’s sold the most expensive bottle
of wine ever to go under the hammer, for HK$1,815,000
($234,000). The wine was 1869 Lafite, sold to an Asian
private buyer in the new global auction capital, Hong Kong.
It was in this SAR in May that Christie’s broke the record for
the most valuable wine lot sold in Asia, with a 128-bottle,

Be

price fluctuations.” In lay terms, Marc Fischer of Steinfels
confirmed, “demand is mainly from Asia—that is, China.
Should this strong demand weaken in the near future, then
wine prices will fall again.”
Arguably, however, there is still enormous growth
potential in the mainland’s emerging market, if Hong Kong’s
progression is anything to go by. China has a population of
1.3 billion—190 times greater than the former British
colony—most of which remains oblivious to wine as we
know it and prefers to imbibe baiju (literally “white wine”
but in fact a white spirit distilled from grain or rice, akin to
turpentine in its eye-watering strength). Hong Kong’s giant
sales do cater for Mandarin-speaking bidders, but Hong
Kongers are still at least an equal buying presence, according
to Gregory De’ Eb of local storage company Crown Wine
Cellars, who estimates the Special Administrative Region
(SAR) to be home to approximately 40,000 fine-wine buyers.
Chinese New Year will undoubtedly have boosted trade early
this year, and there’s no reason why the Year of the Rabbit
won’t see steadily increasing demand from the world’s new
superpower, which overtook Japan as the world’s secondbiggest economy in the second quarter of 2010.
Another superpower, Château Lafite, continued to steal
the limelight in 2010. One case of 2009 Lafite was sold
for HK$532,400 ($68,500) at a Hong Kong auction—three
times its value on the London market. Not content with
the comparatively average performance of the previous
vintage, the château tapped into the already tractable
Chinese market by announcing a “lucky eight” symbol to
feature on the bottling. Within 24 hours, the case price
jumped 19 percent, according to Liv-ex. Bringing to mind
Lafite’s prices, the Chinese character symbolizes infinity.
Bordeaux Index’s Hong Kong MD Doug Rumsam
commented on the power of branding in the Asian
market, observing, “Labels with symbols that stand out
like Angélus or Beychevelle have risen to fame faster than
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Figure 8: Live-auction revenues by geography
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40-magnum superlot of Château d’Yquem sold for
HK$8,040,000 ($1 million) to a European private buyer
(Fig.9, below). Both lots had impeccable pedigree in
common, being sourced direct from the châteaux, which,
as we saw last issue, can add more than 18 percent to the
price of a wine bought from a merchant.

Signed, sealed, delivered

While producers’ cellars might not necessarily provide
perfect storage conditions, wine benefits from staying
still and being subject to only one journey. Having looked
at how treacherous such journeys can be in the last Liquid
Assets, minimizing the travel is a no-brainer. So much for
the careful conveyance of your so-far super-provenance
wine, but what next in order to maintain the chain and,
furthermore, to insure it can be certified in the event of
a subsequent divestment? I promised next to address the
issue of storage post-voyage, the next link in the potentially
cold chain that contributes to a wine’s provenance.
According to the storage guide from the well-known UK
cellarers Octavian Vaults, “the deciding stage of a fine wine’s
journey begins when it is laid down in storage.”
Many large-scale collectors, such as Bill Koch or
Marcus D Hiles, will have their own wine cellars built,
which auction houses will then visit, waxing lyrical about
the pristine conditions and ideal temperatures. While
wines from such collections regularly fetch premium
prices, strictly speaking their consistent good storage is
not guaranteed; a broken thermostat a decade ago is
unlikely to get a mention by the consignor. Some premium

third-party storage offerings now guarantee optimal
storage conditions—for example, Octavian allocates a
“Certificate of Pristine Storage” to every bottle or case
leaving its underground facility.
With more and more wines being shipped to Hong
Kong, to rightly particular Asian buyers, the question is
as pertinent there as anywhere else. Rumsam observes,
“There may not be much space in Hong Kong, but people
are buying faster than anywhere else in the world. Storage
companies must be fit to burst at the moment.” By De’ Eb’s
calculation, the locals own around 19 percent of the world’s
rare- and fine-wine collections. With 7 million residents,
18.5 percent of whom live on the island itself, Hong Kong
has one of the world’s highest land-population densities, at
6,480 people per square kilometer in 2009. The city’s skyline
is arguably the most impressive anywhere, built thick and
high to house the bodies. That leaves below ground.

The only way is down

Aware of the fragility of the living liquid they one day hope
to drink or sell at a profit, most serious wine collectors
expect the best environment for their wines. Many are
happy, however, to assume that their wine is stored
appropriately if they are paying for professional storage,
whereas industry standards can in fact vary wildly.
According to De’ Eb, “most collectors are still storageignorant.” There is an important distinction to be made
between a warehouse fitted with air-conditioning units
and used to store wine, and a building carefully tailored to
the specific needs of optimum wine storage. The former
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November 12–13

Crown Cellars in Hong Kong offers a luxurious dining room as well as perfectly preserved and protected fine-wine storage in the island’s only underground facility

island, cut 60ft (18m)into Shouson Hill. The eight bunkers
each have 3ft- (1m-) thick reinforced concrete walls and
40ft- (12m-) long entrances.
Despite space constraints, CWC I is in fact the
only subterranean facility in Hong Kong, and “you can’t
challenge” the benefits, according to Greg De’ Eb, not least
because you don’t need to tamper as forcefully with existing
conditions. Nonetheless, Crown added insulation and
airlocks to prevent temperature exchange. There is no
machinery in the facility, since this would require larger
doorways, and there aren’t any windows—God forbid!
The computerized climate control is more sophisticated
than conventional, unsubtle A/C, which blows ice cold or
not at all (and which has become a status symbol for shops
and eateries across Hong Kong, making it quite possible
to catch a cold despite the blazing heat outside). Crown’s
systems consist of a block divided into four quarters of air:
one cold, one hot, one wet, one not. A sensor continually
assesses the atmosphere within the facility, De’ Eb explains,
allowing the system to bleed out the correct combination
of air to maintain a temperature of 55–56˚F (12.78–13.33°C),

Photography courtesy of Crown Cellars.

might occur where a logistics company sets aside existing
space and labels it “wine storage,” whereas the latter often
springs from within the wine community. However
painstakingly a space is adapted for wine storage, it is widely
accepted that nothing beats conditions underground.
Why? Very simply, cellars are, by nature, cool, humid,
dark, less subject to vibration, and relatively secure (by
dint of having fewer points of access). Banks of moist
earth on all sides mean temperature and humidity do not
fluctuate as extremely as outside weather patterns, forming
a naturally consistent enclave that can easily be regulated.
Moreover, in the event of power failure, conditions remain
acceptable for much longer without intervention than they
would above ground; above ground, any serious storage
facility should have backup generators to cater for this
eventuality. It is for all these reasons that Hong Kong’s
Crown Wine Cellars identified as its first storage facility
a series of underground bunkers originally built by the
British in the run-up to World War II to store weapons
and ammunitions. Now a UNESCO Asia Pacific Heritage
Site, the humidified haven lies on the green side of the
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(liquid assets)
and the humidity at 65–75 percent. The dim, cool interior
has vines painted on the walls, cabinets full of Riedel
glasses, and a mini-library. It exudes history, as De’ Eb
exudes charm, assuring me that “storage and logistics here
are better than anywhere else.”

Quality control

By “here,” De’ Eb means Hong Kong, whose government
is the first to introduce a quality-assurance scheme for
wine-storage facilities. The Wine Storage Management
Scheme is based on ISO requirements and “globally
accepted practices,” with representatives visiting
numerous existing western facilities including, inter alia,
those of Cert Octavian and Berry Bros & Rudd in the UK,
Bordeaux City Bond, and various châteaux in France and, in
the States, New York’s Vintage Wine Warehouse and San
Francisco’s Vinfolio.
CWC was among the first batch of nine companies
to have been awarded certification in May 2010 by the
Hong Kong Quality Assurance Agency (HKQAA), alongside
a selection of international and local logistics companies,
such as DHL Global Forwarding, as well as local wine
merchant Watson’s Wine Cellar. A total of 15 certificates
had been issued as at January 2011, eight in the Fine Wine
category, four only for Commercial Wine, with less
stringent temperature and humidity requirements, and
three for both categories (Fig.10, below).
The commercial wine-storage facilities are typically
ex-factories, like the seven that Supply Chain Solutions has
converted for wine storage since 2008, or large warehouses.
“A warehouse,” asserts De’ Eb, “should never, ever be used
to store rare and fine wines, because it is not compatible
with temperature and humidity control,” explaining that
“the volume of air is way too large to store wine properly.”
Hong Kong Quality Assurance Agency Wine
Storage Certificates at January 2011
Fine Wine
Crown Wine Cellars Limited
Watson’s Wine Cellar
Pacific Wine Chambers
Grand Wine Cellar
Collezione Wine Cellars Limited
Kerry Logistics (Hong Kong) Limited
Kerry Warehouse (Hong Kong) Limited
Capital Distribution Services Limited
Commercial Wine / Fine Wine
Supply Chain Solutions (Asia) Limited
Winsor Storage Limited
Jebsen Logistics Limited
Commercial Wine
ATL Logistics Centre Hong Kong Limited
DHL Global Forwarding (Hong Kong) Limited
China Merchants Godown Wharf & Transportation
Co Limited
Joisen Logistics Limited

Where there’s smoke…

Security is a factor much overlooked, with a tendency to
focus on the atmospheric conditions. Lazar’s facilities
have various security measures, including being hooked up
to the local police stations and imposing restricted access
out of hours, though he believes missing wine is usually
down to “losing track of things, rather than fraud.” He
admits having heard wine-storage horror stories and
advocates the wisdom of storage separately from the retail
source—“like church and state,” even if only physically
separate. A merchant may often have an incentive to
“borrow” the wine, potentially leaving you with a case that
has different fill levels, or worse.

Source: HKQAA

Figure 10
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CWC’s two additional above-ground facilities have also
been included in the certification scheme, and the
combined number of bottles in storage is between 600,000
and 700,000, owned by more than 3,000 private clients.
Crown has had no option but to try to emulate subterranean
conditions above ground, since underground space is
such a rare commodity, in Hong Kong and elsewhere.
CWC I, Octavian Vaults, and Horse Ridge Cellars in
Connecticut, USA, are among the only existing winestorage options below ground. All are former government
bunkers, the latter “originally built to withstand an
indirect hit from a nuclear warhead.” I asked De’ Eb
whether an overground building can replicate the perfect
wine-storage conditions of a true cellar, and he admits that
“the end result can be quite close” but that you “need a lot
more money to get there.”
Domaine Wine Storage is one US company trying to do
just that, with its two storage facilities in St Louis, Missouri,
and Chicago, Illinois, currently housing approximately
250,000 bottles of wine for 200 overwhelmingly private
clients. The key considerations in adapting the two
buildings included insulation, temperature, humidity, light,
vibration, and audit control. Insulation is key, explains
president Marc Lazar, because without it, “the greatest
cooling system in the world can’t perform.” By putting a
“box within a box,” you go some way toward recreating
the insulating effect of the earth underground, lowering
utility bills and improving temperature consistency. Any
windows are blocked up and insulated, and double-door
systems are especially important for large openings where
a forklift might pass through, for example.
You still need cooling, but “only when you’re getting
started,” because in Lazar’s experience, “thousands of cases
of cold wine self-cool, and the equipment doesn’t have to
work very hard.” Domaine targets 70 percent relative
humidity. An automatic sensor dictates when it is
necessary to use a mist humidifier to inject cold, moist
air in front of fans and when, conversely, active
dehumidification is required. Motion-activated fluorescent
lights are used; they have lower UV than standard
lighting. The sites have no major causes of vibration nearby,
such as compressors, pumps, or railroad tracks, and airconditioning systems and generators are situated outside.

2 0 1 1

Domaine Wine Storage, in Chicago and St Louis, makes clients feel welcome

Photography courtesy of Domaine Wine Storage

De’ Eb seconds this sentiment, referring to the pyramidscheme notion whereby missing cases can accumulate.
He warns that collectors should physically check on their
wine every five years, naming missing wine as “the
biggest storage secret worldwide,” whether the result of
outside criminal activity or insider jobs. He cites the
bankruptcy of Mayfair Cellars in 2006, when the finance
director fraudulently sold around £1 million ($1.5 million)
of customers’ wines. Theoretically, a properly written
storage contract should insure the ring-fencing of a
client’s wine in the event of the storage company going
into administration. However, it is strongly recommended
that you make sure your wine is clearly labeled as
such, to prevent any claim by the receiver on behalf of
creditors, especially where the company is a merchant
and has its own stock in the warehouse classed as a
company asset.
The American model of private lockers offers much
reassurance but consumes more space and is accordingly
priced. (Domaine offers both options.) Small, independent
cellarers are, however, on the increase. In the UK, Smith
& Taylor offers cellarage in Chelsea, London, as well as
designing and building private cellars for houses or
restaurants worldwide. Founded in 1986 by Sebastian
Riley-Smith, the storage company was one of the first not
to be affiliated with a merchant, and the model has proved
popular. Nexus is a more recent offering, set up in 2005

by Mark Bevan, formerly of London wine merchant Armit,
in order to provide a “fully independent storage solution.”
Members pay an initial £50 ($77) to have their account
set up and wine moved to either Octavian or Vinothèque
bonded warehouses, where they declare it “impossible
for collectors’ stocks to be confused with the assets of
any trading outlet.” Nexus handles the receipt of future
purchases for £4.25 per case, or £2.75 from linked
merchants, as well as charging rental and insurance.
Lazar’s second piece of advice for collectors is to take out
an insurance policy, unless your home insurance covers
wine stored off-site. De’ Eb urges all collectors to check not
only that their wines are insured but that they are insured
up to the current market value. In Lazar’s experience,
storage companies find it notoriously difficult to secure
appropriate policies covering the customer, though De’ Eb
is proud to state that Crown Wine Cellars has “total and
catastrophic loss cover,” which he believes to be unique in
the industry. He doesn’t want to have to use it, though, since
it would be impossible to renew after a huge claim. As a
cautionary measure, the company closed down CWC II
and CWC III because De’ Eb “felt there were intrinsic
design faults” leading to insufficient security. The recent
opening of CWC V has absorbed the lost capacity and
offers clients the use of a “Fort Knox-style” bank vault for
the safekeeping of their most precious wines.
When I followed up with De’ Eb after my visit, he
asked to postpone the call by a few minutes: “Just putting
a little fire out,” he explained. Needless to say, the fire was
metaphorical (even the most meticulous of wine storers
have to deal with the odd demanding, irate customer),
and CWC did not have to fall back upon its total and
catastrophic loss cover. London City Bond was not so lucky
in early December, when the UK’s heavy snowfall caused
the roof to fall in at its Purfleet warehouse. Management
reported that more than 65 percent of the 100,000-case
stock was salvaged and transferred to alternative bonded
warehouses. However, because the building was unsafe to
enter immediately after the accident, this operation took
place over the course of three days, leaving the wine exposed
to freezing temperatures in the meantime.
Most of Purfleet’s customers are small to medium
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(liquid assets)
businesses, such as Just Good Wine, Patriarche, and Source
Wines, which were consequently unable to supply some
of their customers in the run-up to Christmas. A paper
written by lawyer Andrew Park and insurance broker John
Haber-Smith examined the consequences of the calamity,
stating that a warehouse’s terms and conditions will
typically include clauses both “limiting liability in respect
of the value of the goods—for example, to £100 per tonne
(inclusive of duty)” and “excluding or limiting liability
for consequential loss.” They add that liability is often
limited to “neglect or willful damage.” Where the storage
company’s insurance does not sufficiently cover the client,
Park and Haber-Smith find that a wine importer’s own
insurance is unlikely to cover either “stock held off their
premises” or “claims arising from breach of contract,”
while business interruption “will rarely be adequately
covered.” Tailored policies are available at a premium.

Mining value

One storage location with built-in security is the
gothically named Octavian Vaults. Located 90ft (27m)
underground near Corsham, in Wiltshire, UK, Eastlays
mine was first quarried in 1868 and mined for bath stone
until 1934, when the Ministry of Defence acquired the site
to store munitions. Before descending 158 narrow and
uneven stone steps, it is obligatory to hang a clunky escape
respirator around your neck, which, resembling a World
War II relic and accordingly heavy, is not entirely
reassuring. The sulfurous odors wafting up from below are
strangely comforting, however, and the treasure trove that
gradually unfolds dissolves any safety concerns that might
be weighing you down.
The so-called vaults are a third of a mile (500m) end to
end, a never-ending labyrinth of high-ceilinged rooms dug
out of the ground, with huge pillars remaining as supports.
It is surprisingly clean, well lit, and airy, thanks to (non-UV)
lighting and two huge fans that replace the air from
outside every 28 minutes. The temperature is a naturally
chilly 55˚F (13˚C) and is self-leveling due to the depth,

Cases of Lafite, Latour, and other top Bordeaux at Octavian Vaults’ secure
underground wine-storage facility in a former quarry in Corsham, Wiltshire
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only ever varying by 1˚F (0.5˚C) in either direction, while
the humidity remains between 72 and 78 percent and there
is minimal vibration. All these factors conspire to make
Octavian Vaults’ storage conditions inimitable, in the view
of operations director Laurie Greer, who is not worried
about the emergence of potential competitors: “If you took
on a mine now, it would cost millions.” The electricity bill
alone is £12,000 ($18,600) per month, and Greer says it
cost Cert Octavian around £3 million ($4.6 million) and
three years to convert the subterranean space into a
suitable wine warehouse, including two years to control
the humidity. When the mine was acquired in 1989 by
entrepreneur Nigel Jagger—Cert Octavian’s Chairman—
the porous sandstone had led to damp problems,
including fungus, but the atmosphere is now regulated
by dehumidifiers.
Greer concedes that Jagger’s acquisition of the site for
the purpose of wine storage was “more luck than
judgment, if I’m fully honest.” Jagger recounts his father’s
sarcastic quip on learning of his acquisition of the mine:
“Well, everybody in your position should have one of
those.” Two decades on, Jagger reflects, “Really, you could
argue you do need one if you’re trying to provide the
specialist fine-wine trade with what it needs. Before, the
trade was very much relying on the ultimate customers’
perceptions.” The facility, with the capacity to house
700,000 cases, is today widely recognized as the
benchmark by serious wine collectors across the globe,
though a handful of other, much smaller operations do
exist below ground, such as CWC. “The naturally
occurring conditions are a great advantage,” allows Jagger,
continuing, “It’s extraordinarily difficult to provide what
are the historically proven ideal conditions for fine-wine
storage in a building on the surface.” Echoing De’ Eb,
he concludes, “You can get fairly close, but you’re going
to have to spend quite a lot of money.”
Despite a wave of Asian collectors coming around
to the idea of local storage options, 30 percent of
Octavian Vaults’ clients still come from the Far East, with
60 percent from the UK. Trade customers must have been
in business for five years, “to prove they’re not charlatans,”
in Greer’s words, before joining a club that currently
includes Corney & Barrow, Private Reserves, Justerini &
Brooks, Armit, and Farr Vintners (who alone have 18
dedicated warehouse staff).
Scouring the endless rows of cases, it quickly became
apparent that I was not the only WFW contributor on a
celebrity-spotting mission. Between us, we formulated
theories about code names and pondered the meaning
of some seemingly incongruous Prosecco among the racks
of investment-grade tipple, though I cannot divulge any
details here. Octavian insists on protecting the privacy of
all clients, including the vaults’ 1,850 private customers,
who include wine lovers from the worlds of sport, music,
finance, and retail, with Andrew Lloyd Webber and Guy
Hands among the few who can be named. Identity apart,
customers seem happy to pay a premium to keep their

wine at Corsham (which is pricier than Octavian’s aboveground facilities), and Farr’s director Stephen Browett goes
as far as to declare it “better than any château in Bordeaux.”
Individual answers to the provenance conundrum do
exist, in the form of offerings such as eProvenance (see
WFW 30), Octavian Vaults, and Crown Wine Cellars, but
the chain is not necessarily complete until perfect storage
is grafted on to sound transportation. According to Greer,
not many of the vehicles he sees coming in and out of
Buyers’ premiums
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lots to look for
Auction house
Sotheby’s
Christie’s
Bonhams
J Straker, Chadwick
& Sons
Christie’s
Sotheby’s
Acker Merrall & Condit
Hart Davis Hart
Sotheby’s
Christie’s
Christie’s
Sotheby’s
Acker Merrall & Condit
Acker Merrall & Condit
Christie’s
Christie’s
Bonhams
Christie’s
Sotheby’s
Hart Davis Hart
Steinfels
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Corsham are refrigerated, which he rationalizes in
economic terms: “It comes down to pounds, shillings, and
pence in the end.” Cert Octavian has had discussions with
eProvenance regarding its groundbreaking temperaturetracking systems, but they have not forged a working
relationship as yet. Until a user-friendly, affordable,
end-to-end solution is created, the chain will inevitably
continue to be breached but, everybody hopes, less and
less frequently.
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Hong Kong
New York
New York
Abergavenny
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London
New York
Chicago
New York
London
New York
London
New York
Hong Kong
Amsterdam
London
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New York
London
Chicago
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New York

Date
April 1–3
April 9
April 16
April 16
April 19
April 20
April 23
May 7
May 7
May 12
May 13
May 18
May 21
May 27–28
June 6–7
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June 11
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June 15
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Dry run: You can usually enter a saleroom without registering,
to get an idea of proceedings. Pop in to observe for ten
minutes, or stay all day. (More formal events—for example,
dinners—may require registration at the door.)
Register: You can usually do this prior to the auction by
phone, post, and sometimes online. Otherwise, turn up ten
minutes early, with ID and credit-card and/or bank details,
which are sometimes required.
Quick exit: In the old-fashioned classroom set-up, sit near the
door if you want to slip out quietly before lot number 1,247.
Dress code: Anything goes dress-wise—from three-piece
suits, to baseball caps, and even wellies (though the latter are
probably not advisable at an evening sale).
Competition: Be aware that counterbids can come from
telephone, online, or absentee bidders. (Pre-placed bids are
referred to by the auctioneer as an “absentee bid,”
“commission bid,” or as being “with me,” or “in the book.”)
Provenance: Be aware of low fill levels—marked by acronyms
such as “ms” for mid-shoulder, listed in a key in the back of
most catalogs—which may imply some deterioration of the
cork and consequent variance in the wine due to a poor
storage history.
Bidding: Raise your numbered paddle or hand to bid. If
the auctioneer doesn’t notice you, don’t be afraid to call
out, “Bid.”
Increments: The bidding goes up according to predetermined
increments, listed in the catalog or online; these increments
usually increase as the price reaches certain levels. The price
called out by the auctioneer is the current one, so any
subsequent bid will have the appropriate increment added on
top of it.
Winning: Once you win a lot, make sure the auctioneer (or an
assistant on the floor) can see your paddle number, so it can
be logged. If there is a mistake, then let the auctioneer know
straightaway so that bidding can be reopened.
Extra charges: Nearly all auction houses charge a buyer’s
premium, usually an additional 15–21 percent of the hammer
price (see Buyers’ Premiums box, left), which may or may not
include VAT.
Delivery: Charges vary and are subject to VAT. Often the
wines are not in situ so cannot be taken away on the day.
Check online or ask the auction staff for details.
In bond: If wines are in bond, then duty and bond-clearance
charges will be payable. Details will be available in the
catalog.

Note: All future auction dates were correct at time of going to print
but are subject to change; please check auction-house website.
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